Hi,
I was an agriculture student at Hawaii CC in 2020. I did not enroll this semester, purely due to the tyrannical, illegal and unethical decisions in regards to the covid mandates. It is obvious that our state and our university is trying very hard to get everyone vaccinated whether we agree or not based on our personal health decisions. This is done regardless of science and data that continuously come out. With news that both vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals can transmit covid, why are only unvaccinated being required test weekly? “For the safety of everyone??” If you are being really honest with yourself, this is not for the safety of everyone. If you were so concerned about everyone’s safety, you would have EVERYONE test- as the data is showing that both can carry covid. However, I feel safety is not the main goal here, it is money. I found some federal government information that the states gets TONs of money forcing the mandate. Let me remind you all, if you are aware of something wrong and do nothing, you are guilty. They may call it guilty by association or sometimes being an accomplice to a crime. I’m asking the BOR to speak up and do the right thing. You are the oversight of the President and University. If you allow this craziness to continue and don't drop the mandates you are just as guilty as voting for this and violating everyone's constitutional rights.

David Lassner- Oct 11, 2021:

Should the situation worsen markedly, we will respond and pivot as we have in the past to protect the health and well-being of our campus and island community, including full compliance with federal, state and county orders.

This came out Oct 11,2021 same day. I have opted out of the flu shot every year for my 17 year old son , who has not gotten the flu and is fine.

Things happening internationally in Spain-- ministry of health acknowledge in written document that they have no Covid 19 virus Isolates.

.
Texas Governor executive order--

Dr. Robert Malone, inventor of mRNA technology ... Fully vaccinated are covid super-spreaders ... don't get the shot ...
Fully Vaccinated Are COVID ‘Super-Spreaders,’ Says Inventor of mRNA Technology

On the latest episode of “The Hidden Gateway” podcast, Dr. Robert Malone, recognized for his role in inventing mRNA vaccine technology, said, “The idea that if you have a workplace where everybody’s vaccinated, you’re not going to have virus spread is totally false. A total lie.”

By Jeremy Loffredo

Norway and Sweden ended all Covid restrictions 3 weeks ago.

No vaccine passports
No social distancing
No masks
No lockdowns
No curfews
No travel restrictions

Since then, daily infections in both countries have fallen.

EXCLUSIVE: COVID relief funds distributed to cities and states require full compliance with Biden vax mandates; counties can use money to bankrupt and REPLACE local businesses
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Bypass censorship by sharing this link:

https://www.afinalwarning.com/502502.html
This is because the American Rescue Plan of 2021 is administered by the US Treasury. In its terms and conditions document covering federal grant awards, the US Treasury explicitly states that award recipients (and those who receive those funds as they are distributed) must comply with Joe Biden's “executive orders.”

9. Compliance with Applicable Law and Regulations.
   a. Recipient agrees to comply with the requirements of section 603 of the Act, regulations adopted by Treasury pursuant to section 603(f) of the Act, and guidance issued by Treasury regarding the foregoing. Recipient also agrees to comply with all other applicable federal statutes, regulations, and executive orders, and Recipient shall provide for such compliance by other parties in any agreements it enters into with other parties relating to this award.

This means that all recipients of covid “relief” funds under the Biden regime are compelled to push vaccine mandates, even to their contractors and subcontractors (and all their employees).

Federal relief funds can be used by counties and cities to replace thriving local businesses where vaccines are mandated

Even more alarming is the fact that these federal covid “relief” funds can be used by local cities and counties to replace private sector businesses which are not demanding 100% vaccine compliance.

15. Disclaimer.
   a. The United States expressly disclaims any and all responsibility or liability to Recipient or third persons for the actions of Recipient or third persons resulting in death, bodily injury, property damages, or any other losses resulting in any way from the performance of this award or any other losses resulting in any way from the performance of this award or any contract, or subcontract under this award.

   b. The acceptance of this award by Recipient does not in any way establish an agency relationship between the United States and Recipient.

Aloha,
Jessica
Zoom: https://us04web.zoom.us/j/4269798549